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Abstract
To address the issue of electronic interaction between donor ŽD. and acceptor ŽA. moieties in intramolecular charge
transfer reactions a series of chemically closely related extended p-systems has been investigated. These compounds contain
pyrene and organic methyl ester derivatives connected via a phenyl group. Our steady-state fluorescence studies reveal that
only particular compounds exhibit strong charge transfer ŽCT. emission in solution. To elucidate the experimental results we
have performed semiempirical CNDOrS-CI calculations which indicate that the electronic coupling and Coulomb
stabilization of the CT state are strongly dependent on the nodal properties of the DrA orbitals. q 1998 Elsevier Science
B.V.

1. Introduction
Intramolecular charge transfer ŽCT. reactions in
conjugated organic systems have been widely investigated during the last decades following the goal to
understand the factors that control the efficiencies of
charge separation and charge recombination w1–10x.
In this Letter we want to focus on the influence of
structural factors on overall charge transfer efficiencies in donor ŽD. –acceptor ŽA. substituted extended
p-systems.
According to widely accepted theories the charge
transfer dynamics are influenced by a nuclear factor
)
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— the Franck–Condon weighted density of states
ŽFCWD. — and an electronic factor which is related to the electronic coupling matrix element H
w11–13x. The FCWD depends — among other factors — strongly on the reactions’ free enthalpy DG o ,
i.e. on the redox properties of donor and acceptor
w14x. It is common practice to apply the electrochemical redox potentials which have been obtained for
donor and acceptor separately — even when both
moieties are covalently linked.
However, one issue of this Letter is to address the
problem of using those data for intramolecular CT
processes. To focus on effects that are primarily due
to differences in the electronic structure of the
molecular system one has to develop compounds
which show significant differences in the spatial
properties of their relevant wavefunctions for CT.

0009-2614r98r$19.00 q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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However, these systems should also be chemically
closely related to each other to avoid strong differences in other parameters contributing to the FCWD
in the rate equation.
One way to realize this goal — as good as
possible — is to keep donor and acceptor moieties
constant within a series of compounds and to carry

out appropriate changes in the substitution scheme
and the linkage positions between D and A, respectively.
For this purpose we have synthesized several
bichromophoric systems containing phthalic acid ester, isophthalic acid ester and benzoic acid ester Žas
electron acceptors. linked to pyrene Želectron donor,

Scheme 1.
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after excitation. via a phenyl group Žsee Scheme 1..
Details about the preparation will be described elsewhere.
Here, we give a first report about their fluorescence and absorption properties in solution. Moreover, we try to elucidate the huge differences in the
stationary spectra on the basis of quantum chemical
calculations using the semiempirical CNDOrS
method w15,16x. We discuss the photophysical mechanism of CT formation in terms of a three-level
system: the excitation from the electronic ground
state leads to an electronically excited state which is
assumed to be predominantly localized on the pyrene
site ŽLE.. The latter can either relax to the electronic
ground state Žradiatively or nonradiatively. or undergo CT formation.

2. Methodology
2.1. Experimental
All compounds have been purified by HPLC. The
sam ples have been degassed by 8 – 10
freezerpumprthaw cycles. Solvents were obtained
from Merck ŽUVASOL, spectroscopic grade.. All
stationary fluorescence spectra were obtained with a
Perkin Elmer LS50 fluorimeter. The spectra were
intensity corrected using a reference spectrum of a
calibrated tungsten halogen lamp. The absorption
spectra were recorded with a Varian Cary 5e spectrometer. Fluorescence lifetimes were measured using a time-correlated single-photon-counting apparatus ŽEdinburgh Instruments..
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tion interaction ŽCI. with 200 singly excited configurations has been taken into account.
All calculated properties are referred to free
molecules in the gas phase since no solvation contributions are included in the Hamiltonian. The calculations have been executed on IBMrRS6000 POWER2
Workstations as well as on a 200 MHz Pentium PC.

3. Results
3.1. 1- and 2-pyrene deriÕatiÕes
3.1.1. Experimental
Fig. 1a shows the fluorescence spectra of 1e34
and 2e34 in acetonitrile. For 2e34 one can observe a
weakly structured band with a maximum at ; 405
nm. This spectrum can clearly be attributed mainly
to LE-type fluorescence of the pyrene moiety. The
appearance of this band can be ascribed to a relatively low CT efficiency in this system, i.e. the
charge separation is slow compared to the decay
channels of the CT state, which are reformation of

2.2. Computational: geometry optimization
The equilibrium conformations of all compounds
in their electronic ground states have been determined by semiempirical AM1 calculations using the
MOPAC 6.0 Package w17x.
2.3. Computational: spectroscopic properties
The excitation energies and oscillator strengths
for simulating the ground state absorption spectra
and excited state properties have been calculated
using the CNDOrS-CI method w15,16x. Configura-

Fig. 1. Ža. Fluorescence spectra of 1e34 Žsolid line. and 2e34
Ždotted.. Žb. Fluorescence spectra of 1e23 Ždashed., 1e4 Ždotted.
and 1e24 Žsolid.. Solvent: acetonitrile.
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the LE state Žequilibrium. or charge recombination
Ži.e. recovery of the ground state..
In contrast, the emission of 1e34 is unstructured
and shifted to the red, indicating a substantial dipole
moment of the excited state. The lack of LE-type
emission indicates highly efficient CT.
3.1.2. Computational
3.1.2.1. Geometry of the intramolecular CT state. In
principle, one could optimize the geometry of the CT
state and calculate the excitation energies using advanced ab initio methods like multiconfiguration
SCF, e.g. CASSCF Žcomplete active space self-consistent field. in combination with multireference second-order perturbation theory ŽCASPT2. w18x. However, in practice these methods can only be applied
to systems of much smaller size. Therefore, we have
to make some simplifying assumption concerning the
geometry of the intramolecular CT state.
Biaromatic systems, consisting of a donor and an
acceptor directly connected by a single s-bond can
undergo fast solvent-assisted relaxation from a primary excited singlet state to polar ICT state w10x.
These processes are often discussed in terms of the
TICT Žtwisted intramolecular charge transfer. state
model w19,20x. Here, the torsional motion around the
connecting s-bond is assumed to be the relevant
reaction coordinate for the charge separation step. In
the TICT state both aromatic sub-p-systems are decoupled. The electronic DA interaction Žwhich is
necessary for a radiative decay of the TICT state. is
provided by fluctuations of the twist angle around
908 w21x. On the basis of the TICT model the compounds presented here provide a ‘double TICT problem since’ since there are three aromatic subsystems
connected via two single s-bonds 1. Simple consideration imposes both dihedral angles to be 908 to
stabilize a maximum dipole moment Žcomplete decoupling.. However, our CNDOrS-CI calculation
reveal a strong decrease of the dipole moment for
q 2 , going towards 908. The reason becomes evident

1

The dihedral angle between pyrene and the phenyl ring in the
center is described as q1. Correspondingly, the dihedral angle
between the phenyl and the ester aromatic compound is decribed
as q 2 .

Fig. 2. Circles: calculated dipole moment of the lowest excited CT
state in 1e34 using CNDOrS-CI; squares: calculated energies of
the lowest Žfilled. and inverted CT Žopen.. The quantities are
calculated for various q 2 values and a fixed q1 s908 Žfor definition see text..

if one follows the energy of a second excited CT
state ŽFig. 2. in which charge is transferred from
HOMOŽA. Žacceptors HOMO. into LUMOŽD.
Ždonors, LUMO.. This inÕerted CT state has almost
the same absolute dipole moment, but with opposite
direction. The mixing of both states at q 2 close to
908 due to pseudo degeneracy leads effectively to a
compensation of dipole moments.
Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that the energy of the
CT state is minimal for small q 2 . Since similar
mixings have been observed for all of these compounds, all calculations concerning the CT state are
based on a perpendicular geometry with q1 s 90 and
q 2 s 408.
Table 1
Calculated energies of the CT states, excitation energies for the
orbital transition HOMOŽD. ™LUMOŽA., differences in the corresponding orbital energies, and the values of the two-electron
Coulomb integrals

EŽCT.
D Ed ™ a
ea y ed
Ždd <aa.

1e34

2e34

1e23

1e24

1e4

4.55
4.91
6.43
1.52

4.98
5.20
6.60
1.40

4.64
5.19
6.55
1.36

4.53
4.86
6.38
1.52

4.60
4.98
6.54
1.56

d and a are abbreviations for HOMOŽD. and LUMOŽA., respectively. Calculations are based on a perpendicular geometry with
q1 s908 and q2 s 408 Žsee text.. All quantities are in eV.
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Fig. 3. Ža. Schematic respresentation of the pyrene HOMO in the presence of an aromatic substituent in 1- and 2-position. Žb. Acceptor
molecular orbitals of 1e34 and 1e23 at perpendicular geometries Žq1 s 908 and q 2 s 408..
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According to quantum chemical calculations ŽTable 1. the CT state of 2e34 is significantly higher in
energy compared to that of 1e34. This can be rationalized by regarding the nodal structure of the HOMO
localized on the pyrene site ŽFig. 3a.. The 1-position
shows a large MO coefficient in contrast to the
2-position. Consequently, intrinsic Coulomb interactions arise between the pyrene moiety and an aromatic substituent depending on the position of linkage.
The HOMO energy is increased when pyrene is
substituted in 1-position whereas a substituent in
2-position has a much weaker influence to the HOMO
energy. The higher the HOMOŽD. energy the smaller
the gap to the LUMOŽA. localized on the ester site,
i.e. the lower the energy for the CT orbital transition
D Ed ™ a .
A second Coulomb effect results from the electronic repulsion due to the one-electron excitation.
Its influence to the orbital transition energy D Ed ™ a
is represented by the two-center–two-electron
Coulomb integral Ždd <aa.:
D Ed ™ a s ea y ed y Ž dd <aa . q 2 Ž da <da . ,

Ž 1.

where ea and ed are the energies of the initial
Ždonor. and the final Žacceptor. orbital state, respectively, and Žda <da. is a two-electron exchange integral that can mostly be neglected for CT transitions.
A similar effect has already been described for rigidly
linked aniline–naphthalene derivatives w22x.
According to our calculations both effects contribute to the actual difference in CT state energies
between 1e34 and 2e34. Apparently, the CT state in
1e34 is stabilized due to favorable electronic interactions between the decisive donor and acceptor orbitals. This stabilization is missing in 2e34, leading
to a CT state significantly higher in energy.
This explanation is supported by the fact that the
fluorescence of 2e34 decays single exponentially Ž75
ns. and independently of the detection wavelength.
This fact is consistent with the following kinetic
model: the LE and CT states are connected via an
equilibrium which is fast compared to the deactivation of both of each state. However, since the CT
formation is endothermic the equilibrium is strongly
centered on the LE site. Consequently, the fluorescence decays single exponentially with a lifetime

Fig. 4. Fluorescence spectra of 2e34 in acetonitrile Žsolid line.. To
separate the CT band Ždashed line. the fluorescence spectrum of
2e34 in a non-polar solvent Žcyclopentane, dotted. has been
subtracted.

being determined by the radiative Žand nonradiative.
decay channels of the LE and CT states Žin absence
of the equilibrium!..
Additional support can be obtained by reconstructing the measured fluorescence spectrum of
2e34. Therefore, we subtracted the fluorescence
spectrum of 2e34 obtained in a non-polar solvent
Žcyclopentane. from the one recorded in acetonitrile.
The result is shown in Fig. 4. The reconstructed
maximum of the CT band is located at 460 nm, i.e. a
hypsochromic shift of 40 nm compared to 1e34
corresponding to ; 2200 cmy1 . If one assumes
similar repulsive Franck–Condon ground states in
both systems one obtains an energy gap of ; 0.3 eV
between both CT states. This figure is in excellent
agreement with our calculated data which reveal
; 0.4 eV Žsee Table 1..
3.2. Influence of acceptor substitution
3.2.1. Experimental
Fig. 1b shows the fluorescence spectra of three
different systems in which pyrene is substituted in
the 1-position. The spectrum of 1e23 is similar to
that of 2e34 ŽFig. 1a.. It shows a strong LE band
near 400 nm and a significantly smaller part of
red-shifted CT emission at ; 550 nm. However, if
only one methyl ester group on the acceptor site is
shifted Žsee 1e24, from meta to para. the fluores-
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cence spectrum changes completely and becomes
very similar to that obtained for 1e34.
To clarify the important question whether differences in the acceptor strengths Ži.e. reduction potentials. could be responsible for the different fluorescence properties of 1e23 and 1e34 we synthesized
compound 1e4. This system contains a benzoic acid
ester fragment as electron acceptor which has significant weaker acceptor properties compared to the
diester fragments in 1e23, 1e24 and 1e34 w23x. As a
consequence, the Stokes shift in the CT fluorescence
is smaller compared to 1e34 or 1e24. However, there
can be no doubt that the CT efficiency is still very
high in this system.
Differences in DG o values Žaccording to different
reduction potentials of the acceptor. are apparently
not responsible for the huge differences in the fluorescence spectra of 1e23 compared to 1e24 or 1e34.
Obviously, the molecular structure of the acceptor
itself has a strong influence on the quantum yield of
CT emission.
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for the Coulomb integral of the transition HOMOŽD.
™ LUMOŽA. q 1 one obtains a large value of 1.60
eV. The large Coulomb stabilization is actually responsible for the fact that the transition HOMOŽD.
™ LUMOŽA. q 1 has even a lower energy than the
usual CT transition HOMOŽD. ™ LUMOŽA..
According to the CI calculation, the lowest CT
state of 1e23 is a linear combination of both orbital
transitions. Since, the HOMOŽD. ™ LUMOŽA.
transition does not contribute to the electronic coupling, the overall coupling elements ²CT < H <S 0 : and
²CT < H <LE: should be smaller compared to 1e24,
1e34 or 1e4, where ²CT < consists mainly of one MO
transition which provides strong electronic coupling.
In recent years, orbital symmetry effects on optical and thermal electron transfer in rigidly linked DA
C s-symmetric compounds have been reported w24,25x.
However, those effects, which have been explained
on the basis of symmetry requirements for
²CT < H <S 0 : are not directly related to the systems
presented in this study.
3.3. Simulation of absorption spectra

3.2.2. Computational
From CNDOrS-CI calculation one obtains a value
for the lowest excited CT state in 1e23 which is
slightly higher than for all other 1-pyrene derivatives
Žsee Table 1., but still comparable to them regarding
the estimated accuracy of the method Ž; 0.1 eV.. In
contrast, the orbital transition energy for HOMOŽD.
™ ŽLUMOŽA. is noticeably large. Comparing the
corresponding energy difference of the molecular
orbitals one recognizes the Coulomb integral to be
mainly responsible for the large CT orbital transition
energy. The reason becomes evident if one regards
the actual shape of the LUMOŽA. orbitals, shown in
Fig. 3b. The LUMOŽA. of 1e23 is strongly localized
on the outer aromatic system. It does not interact
with the phenyl ring in the center due to the vanishing MO coefficient at the connecting carbon atom.
As discussed above, this leads to a small Coulomb
stabilization and consequently to a much higher value
for the CT orbital transition energy.
Likewise, the electronic interaction with the
pyrene moiety is weak, i.e. no sufficient electronic
coupling is provided. However, the next higher acceptor MO of 1e23 ŽLUMOŽA. q 1. is completely
delocalized over the phenyl bridge. Consequently,

Electronic transitions and their oscillator strengths
have also been calculated to simulate the absorption
spectra of these compounds. Fig. 5 shows the measured spectra together with the calculated results for
two compounds 1e23 and 1e34 using the CNDOrSCI method. These compounds have been selected
because of their pronounced differences in the region
between 280 and 300 nm. Furthermore, 1e34 show a
red-shifted tailing between 350 and 400 nm.
The spectra are characterized by the typical vibrational structure of pyrene in solution which is, however, strongly washed-out in these compounds. Particularly, the red edges of the spectra are broadened
and Stokes shifted which might be due to vibronic
interaction between the S 1 and the S 2 state of pyrene
w27x. In fact, CNDOrS-CI calculations indicate a
smaller S 1 –S 2 energy gap for 1-phenyl pyrene than
for pyrene itself, which supports this interpretation.
Fig. 5 shows also satisfactory agreement between
calculated data and the measured spectra. It is interesting to note, that 1e34 — a compound with high
CT efficiency — show also a larger Stokes shift in
the S 2 § S 0 absorption band which is nicely reproduced by the simulation.
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Fig. 5. Normalized UV absorption spectra of 1e34 Žsolid line. and 1e23 Ždotted line. in acetonitrile. The bars represent the vertical excitation
energies and the corresponding Žnormalized. oscillator strengths as obtained from CNDOrS-CI calculations. The nomenclature of the S n
states is refered to the unsubstituted pyrene w26x.

Furthermore, the calculation indicates the existence of an optical CT ŽOCT. absorption band between 280 and 300 nm. According to simple perturbation theory approaches for OCT w28x the extinction
is proportional to the electronic coupling matrix element between the ground and the CT state. This
leads to a consistency between fluorescence and
absorption data and supports our interpretation that
the significantly reduced electronic coupling between
donor and acceptor is responsible for the lack of CT
emission in 1e23.

4. Conclusions
In this Letter we present experimental and theoretical studies on a series of compounds to address the
effect of structural variations on CT efficiencies in
extended donor–acceptor p-systems. Slight changes
in the substitution scheme of intramolecular DA
systems can lead to completely different spectroscopic properties. This might be either due to differ-

ences in the electronic coupling between the DA
moieties or due to energy changes of specific excited
states. By applying semiempirical quantum chemical
calculations one can gain qualitative information
about the magnitude of electronic coupling and the
relative energy of CT states. Therefore, these calculations might be valuable implications for the design
of high-efficient CT dyes.
Our experimental and theoretical results show that
charge transfer in conjugated systems cannot be
treated in terms of simple electron transfer theories
which are mainly based on thermodynamic arguments w14x. The difference in redox potentials of
donor and acceptor does influence the spectral position of a CT emission band; however, the nature of
the emitting species in general is strongly influenced
by the electronic interactions between particular
molecular orbitals. The shape of these orbitals is
mostly predictable using simple molecular orbital
theory.
Preliminary femtosecond time-resolved measurements on these compounds have been carried out
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w29x. We hope to be able to relate these data to our
studies presented in this Letter.
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